The ACCESS V is a motorized, ceiling-recessed projection screen with a steel white case that installs above the ceiling. A trim flange finishes the ceiling opening for a clean appearance. Tab-tensioned viewing surface and roller can be installed at the same time, or can be added at a later time.

FEATURES
- INCLUDES: One 110-220V or 220V 3-position switch.
- CASE DIMENSIONS: 8-1/16" W x 7-3/8" H (20.6 cm x 18.7 cm) including flange.
- BLACK DROP: 12" (30 cm) black drop at top of screen is standard.
- HOISTING BRACKETS: Adjustable or removable hoisting brackets included for easy lifting during installation.
- SLIDING BRACKET: Bracket on inside of case accommodates different sizes of screen.
- HINGED DOOR: Bottom panel with new hinge system allows the closure panel to hang in place when opened, or it can be easily removed.
- WARRANTY: One year against defects in materials and workmanship.

OPTIONS
- CONTROLS: Can be furnished with standard options.
- MOTORS: Built-in Quiet, Low Voltage and 220V options available.
- VIEWING SURFACES: Available with viewing surfaces from the TecVision (premium engineered), OptiFlex (tensioned), CineFlex (rear projection), and ClearSound (acoustically transparent) families.
- EXTRA DROP: Available above image area. Specify color.
- BLACK CASE: Available on request.

SIZES
- 16:10 FORMAT: 137" (348 cm) to 226" (574 cm) dia.
- 16:9 HDTV FORMAT: from 133" (338 cm) to 220" (559 cm) dia.
- 4:3 NTSC/PAL FORMAT: from 150" (381 cm) to 240" (610 cm) dia.
- AV FORMAT: from 96" x 96" (244 cm x 244 cm) to 144" x 192" (366 cm x 488 cm) viewing area
- CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE: For smaller screen sizes see the Access FIT V.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: www.draperinc.com/Documents.aspx

For more information on this product visit: www.draperinc.com/go/AccessV.htm